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Important fission product nuclides identification method for simplified burnup chain construction
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A method of identifying important fission product (FP) nuclides which are included in a simplified burnup chain is proposed. This method utilizes adjoint nuclide number densities and contribution functions which quantify importance of nuclide number densities to the target nuclear characteristics: number densities of specific nuclides after burnup. Numerical tests with light water reactor (LWR) fuel pin-cell problems reveal that this method successfully identifies important FP nuclides included in a simplified burnup chain, with which number densities of target nuclides after burnup are well reproduced. A simplified burnup chain consisting of 138 FP nuclides is constructed using this method, and its good performance for predictions of number densities of target nuclides and reactivity is demonstrated against LWR pin-cell problems and multi-cell problem including gadolinium-bearing fuel rod.
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1. Introduction

Nuclear fission reactions yield over 1,000 fission product (FP) nuclides. Since most of them are neutron-rich isotopes and unstable, they stabilize themselves mainly by $\beta^-$ decay. Some of them are also converted to different isotopes by neutron-nuclide reactions in an operating nuclear fission reactor. Since these nuclide transmutation processes significantly affect nuclear characteristics of a fission reactor, accurate numerical simulation of them is required in operation and management of a fission reactor. Since it is unrealistic to explicitly consider all the FPs in actual core management, a simplified burnup chain consisting of several dozens to about two hundreds important FPs is generally utilized. Usually, identifications of important FPs for a simplified burnup chain have been conducted manually based on experts’ knowledge and experiences. As easily expected, such task is quite cumbersome. In the present paper, we propose a new method of identifying important FP nuclides to construct a simplified burnup chain using adjoint nuclide number densities and their associated quantities, contribution functions.

2. Theory

In order to identify important FP nuclides which are required to be considered to accurately calculate specific burnup characteristics of a fission reactor core, we quantify importance of nuclide number density (NND) of FP nuclides during burnup using adjoint nuclide number density, which was initially proposed in the framework of the generalized perturbation theory (GPT) for burnup-related nuclear characteristics$^{1-3}$. In the following, we will briefly describe GPT, and then define a quantity which is used to identify important FPs.

Let us consider a nuclear fuel burnup during $[t_i, t_{i+1}]$. During this burnup period, neutron flux distribution $\phi^j$ is assumed to be time-invariant and is calculated by solving
the following neutron transport equation:

\[ B^i \phi^i = \left( A^i - \frac{1}{k_{\text{eff}}} F^i \right) \phi^i = 0 \]  

(1)

where \( A^i \) and \( F^i \) denote neutron destruction and fission generation operators in \([t_i, t_{i+1}]\), respectively, and \( k_{\text{eff}} \) is an effective neutron multiplication factor. The neutron flux \( \phi^i \) is normalized by a reactor power \( P^i \), which is constant during the burnup period, as

\[ P^i = \int_{V_f} \sum_j \kappa_j N_j(t_i) \sum_g \sigma_{f,j,g}^i \phi_g^i(r) dr = \sum_j \kappa_j N_j(t_i) \left< \sigma_{f,j}^i \phi^i \right> , \]

(2)

where brackets denote the integration over all the energy groups and whole volume of the system, \( V_f \) is a total volume of a fuel region, \( N(t_i) \) and \( N_j(t_i) \) denote a NND vector and its \( j \)th entry (NND of nuclide \( j \)) at \( t = t_i \), respectively, \( \kappa_j \) and \( \sigma_{f,j,g} \) are an emitted energy by one fission reaction and a microscopic fission cross section in energy group \( g \) of nuclide \( j \), and \( \phi_g(r) \) is a neutron flux of energy group \( g \) at a spatial position \( r \). For further simplification, Equation (2) is written as

\[ P^i = N(t_i)^T K(t_i) , \]

(3)

where the \( j \)th entry of the vector \( K \) is defined as \( K_j(t_i) = \kappa_j \left< \sigma_{f,j}^i \phi^i \right> \). Note that spatial dependences of microscopic cross sections and nuclide number densities in a fuel region are not considered in the present study.

Let us consider how to quantify importance of NND of nuclide \( k \) at \( t_i \), \( N_k(t_i) \), to NND of nuclide \( l \) at \( t_{i+1} \), \( N_l(t_{i+1}) \). It can be done by observing a change in \( N_l(t_{i+1}) \) due to a change in \( N_k(t_i) \) by direct burnup calculations. Whereas importance of NND of every nuclides at \( t_i \) to NND of an arbitrary nuclide at \( t_{i+1} \) can be calculated with this procedure, it requires a huge number of calculation cases. On the other hand, we can calculate the importance of NND effectively by virtue of GPT as follows.

The nuclide burnup equation is written as

\[ \frac{\partial N(t)}{\partial t} = M^t N(t), \quad t_i \leq t \leq t_{i+1} , \]

(4)
where $M^i$ is a burnup matrix at burnup period $i$, and an initial condition of $N(t_i)$ is given. Let us consider that a change $\Delta N(t_i)$ is given to the initial condition. In this case, the operator $B^i$ in Equation (1) changes, so $\phi^i$ and $M^i$ also change. The burnup equation in this perturbed system is written as

$$\frac{\partial N'(t)}{\partial t} = M'^i N'(t), \quad t_i \leq t \leq t_{i+1},$$

where $N'(t) = N(t) + \Delta N(t)$ and $M'^i = M^i + \Delta M^i$. If we neglect a higher order term, the following equation is derived from Eqs. (4) and (5):

$$\frac{\partial \Delta N(t)}{\partial t} = \Delta M'^i N(t) + M'^i \Delta N(t).$$

By multiplying a vector $w^T(t)$ to both the sides of the above equation and integrating them over $[t_i, t_{i+1}]$, we obtain

$$w^T(t_{i+1}) \Delta N(t_{i+1}) - w^T(t_i) \Delta N(t_i) = \int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} \Delta N^T \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial t} + M'^T w \right) dt + \int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} w^T \Delta M'^i N dt,$$

where time dependence of $\Delta N$, $w$ and $N$ in the integrals are dropped for simplicity. If we define the vector $w$ as a solution to the following equation:

$$\frac{\partial w(t)}{\partial t} = -M'^T w(t), \quad t_i \leq t \leq t_{i+1},$$

and the final condition for $w(t_{i+1})$ is given as $w(t_{i+1}) = e_l$, Equation (7) can be written as

$$\Delta N_l(t_{i+1}) = w^T(t_i) \Delta N(t_i) + \int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} w^T \Delta M'^i N dt.$$

Note that $e_l$ is the unit vector in which the $l$th entry is unity and the others are zero. The above equation suggests that a change in $N_l(t_{i+1})$ induced by an arbitrary change in $N(t_i)$ can be easily calculated if $w$ is calculated in advance and the second term of the right hand side of Equation (9) can be obtained. Since $M'^T$ is an adjoint to $M^i$, we rewrite $w$ as $N_l$ and refer to it as an adjoint nuclide number density (ANND) vector. The ANND is defined for a certain quantity which is in interest, $N_k(t_{i+1})$ in the above case.
Let us consider how $\Delta M^i$, a change in the burnup matrix due to the perturbation in the initial number density vector, can be calculated with the GPT-based procedure. The perturbation in the initial number density vector gives changes in both neutron flux distribution and multi-group microscopic cross sections during burnup. The latter change, however, is considered negligible since the resonance self-shielding effect in conventional thermal neutron reactors is dominantly affected by the neutron fuel-escape cross section, which is dependent on cross sections in non-fuel regions. Thus, the term $\Delta M^i$ can be written as

$$
\Delta M^i = \frac{dM^i}{d\phi^i} \int_{r \in V_f} \frac{\Delta \phi^i(r)dr}{V_f},
$$

where $\bar{\phi}^i$ is an averaged neutron flux in the fuel region. Then, Equation (9) is written as

$$
\Delta N_i(t_{i+1}) = N^T(t_i)\Delta N(t_i) + \left( \int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} N^T \frac{dM^i}{d\phi^i} N dt \right) \int_{r \in V_f} \frac{\Delta \phi^i(r)dr}{V_f}.
$$

Here we define the following equation:

$$
B^i \Gamma^{i\dagger} = S^i,
$$

$$
S^i = \begin{cases} 
\int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} N^T \frac{dM^i}{d\phi^i} N dt \frac{\sum \kappa_j N_j(t_i) \sigma^{i,j}_{f,j}}{P^i V_f}, & (r \in V_f), \\
0, & (r \notin V_f), 
\end{cases}
$$

where $B^i$ is an adjoint operator to $B^i$, $\Gamma^{i\dagger}$ is a so-called generalized adjoint neutron flux and $\bar{M}^i$ is a component of a burnup matrix $M^i$, in which all the entries are dependent on $\phi^i$. Note that the source $S^i$ is orthogonal to the neutron flux $\phi^i$:

$$
\langle S^i \phi^i \rangle = 0.
$$

By multiplying $\Delta \phi^i$ to both the sides of Equation (12) and integrating them over all the energy groups and whole volume, we obtain

$$
\left( \int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} N^T \frac{dM^i}{d\phi^i} N dt \right) \int_{r \in V_f} \frac{\Delta \phi^i(r)dr}{V_f} = \langle \Gamma^{i\dagger} B^i \Delta \phi^i \rangle + \frac{\sum \kappa_j N_j(t_i) \langle \sigma^{i,j}_{f,j} \Delta \phi^i \rangle}{V_f},
$$
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where

\[ P_i^{\dagger} = \left( \int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} N_i^T M' N dt \right) \frac{1}{P_i}. \]  

(16)

The quantity \( P_i^{\dagger} \) is referred to as the adjoint power.

The change in the neutron flux \( \Delta \phi^i \) preserves the following equation if we neglect a higher order term:

\[ B^i \Delta \phi^i + \Delta B^i \phi^i = 0. \]  

(17)

Furthermore, since the reactor power is constant during a burnup period, the following relation holds:

\[ \sum_j \kappa_j N_j(t_i) \left< \sigma^i_{j,j} \Delta \phi^i \right> = - \sum_j \kappa_j \Delta N_j(t_i) \left< \sigma^i_{j,j} \phi^i \right> = - \Delta N^T(t_i) K(t_i). \]  

(18)

Using Eqs. (17) and (18), Equation (15) is rewritten as

\[ \left( \int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} N_i^T \frac{dM^i}{d\phi^i} N dt \right) \frac{\Delta \phi^i(r)dr}{V_f} = - \left< \Gamma_i^{\dagger} \Delta B^i \phi^i \right> - P_i^{\dagger} \frac{\Delta N^T(t_i) K(t_i)}{V_f}. \]  

(19)

Using this equation, Equation (11) is written as

\[ \Delta N_i(t_{i+1}) = \left( N_i^T(t_i) - \left< \Gamma_i^{\dagger} \frac{dB^i}{dN} \phi^i \right> - P_i^{\dagger} \frac{K^T(t_i)}{V_f} \right) \Delta N(t_i) \]

\[ = \hat{N}_i^T(t_i) \Delta N(t_i) = \sum_k \hat{N}_k^T(t_i) \Delta N_k(t_i), \]  

(20)

where corrected ANND vector \( \hat{N}_i^T \) is defined as

\[ \hat{N}_i(t_i) = N_i^T(t_i) - \left< \Gamma_i^{\dagger} \frac{dB^i}{dN} \phi^i \right> - P_i^{\dagger} \frac{K(t_i)}{V_f}. \]  

(21)

If one requires to quantify an effect of a change in NND at the preceding time step \( t_{i-1} \), \( \Delta N(t_{i-1}) \), to NND at \( t_{i+1} \), further calculations should be conducted during the burnup period \([t_{i-1}, t_i]\) with the final condition of \( N_i^T(t_i) = \hat{N}_i(t_i) \).

In the present study, we define a contribution function of nuclide \( k \) at \( t = t_i \) to a specific burnup-related nuclear characteristics as \( \text{CF}_k(t_i) \). If the specific burnup-related quantity is a number density of nuclide \( l \) at \( t = t_I \) (the end of the whole burnup period
for example), the contribution function is defined as

$$CF_k(t_i) = \frac{\hat{N}_k^i(t_i)N_k(t_i)}{N_i(t_i)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

The corrected ANND vector is calculated with the corresponding final condition. From the above discussions, we have found that the contribution function can be interpreted as a relative change in $N_i(t_f)$ when a nuclide $k$ is ignored at $t = t_i$ during a burnup calculation. We can quantify the NND importance of all the nuclides during burnup for the NND of the specific nuclide after burnup by this contribution function.

3. Procedure of Important Nuclides Identification

As described in the preceding section, the NND importance for specific nuclear characteristics can be quantified by CFs. Thus FP nuclides required to be included in a simplified burnup chain can be identified using CF values. A step-by-step procedure of this identification process is described in the following:

- **Step 1**: Target nuclides, whose NNDs at the specific burnup should be reproduced by a calculation with a simplified burnup chain, are determined.
- **Step 2**: ANNDs and CFs are calculated for every target nuclides with a reference detailed burnup chain.
- **Step 3**: A threshold value of CFs, $\epsilon_{CF}$, is determined and nuclides, whose maximum CF values during burnup are larger than this threshold, are identified.
- **Step 4**: A simplified burnup chain consisting of the identified nuclides is constructed. Fission yields of neglected FP nuclides are added to fission yields of their daughter nuclides, and paths of radioactive decay are re-organized. If a daughter nuclide $B$ generated by decay or a neutron-nuclide reaction of an identified nuclide $A$ is neglected in the simplified burnup chain and the daughter nuclide $B$ has a decay path to its daughter nuclide $C$, the nuclide $C$ is treated as a daughter nuclide of the nuclide $A$, yielded by decay or the neutron-nuclide reaction of the nuclide $A$. 
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In order to further reduce the required number of FP nuclides in a simplified burnup chain, we focus on a similarity in ANND between different nuclides. As described above, ANND can be interpreted as an importance of each NDD on a target burnup characteristics. Thus if ANNDs of different nuclides for a specific burnup characteristics are almost the same with each other during whole burnup periods, these two nuclides can be regarded as the same for the target burnup characteristics and we do not have to distinguish these two nuclides. In such a case, we can regard one of these two nuclides as the other (nuclide mixing) and can further reduce the number of required FP nuclides. When such a nuclide pair is detected for one of the target burnup characteristics, the similarity in ANND of these two nuclides is checked for all other target burnup characteristics. If the similarity is not confirmed in different burnup characteristics for which CFs of these two nuclides are larger than the pre-determined threshold values, this nuclide mixing is not conducted.

In this nuclide mixing, nuclide with shorter half life is dropped from the burnup chain and the decay constant of the other nuclide is adjusted as follows. If the radioactive equilibrium can be assumed, the decay constant of the mixed nuclide $\bar{\lambda}$ can be calculated from decay constants of two nuclides $\lambda_A$ and $\lambda_B$ as

$$\bar{\lambda} = \frac{\lambda_A \lambda_B}{\lambda_A + \lambda_B},$$

(23)

since the following equation should be held:

$$\lambda_A N_A = \lambda_B N_B = \bar{\lambda}(N_A + N_B).$$

(24)

The radioactive equilibrium is assumed, so this treatment is not appropriate for mixing of nuclides with long half-life. In the present study, we adopt this procedure if half lives of two nuclides are less than one day.

Similarity of two ANND is quantified as follows. A burnup-dependent ANND is regarded as a vector. Here let us consider two ANND vectors, $\mathbf{N}_a$ and $\mathbf{N}_b$. When the
following conditions are satisfied, these two vectors are regarded similar to each other:

\[
\frac{N_a^T N_b}{\|N_a\| \|N_b\|} \geq \epsilon_{\text{angle}},
\]

(25)

and

\[
1 - \frac{\|N_a\|}{\|N_b\|} \leq \epsilon_{\text{length}},
\]

(26)

where \(\|N\|\) denotes the euclidean norm of \(N\).

4. Numerical Result

4.1. Verification of the proposed method

The proposed method is tested against burnup characteristics of two light water reactor (LWR) fuel pin-cells. One is a UO\(_2\) fuel cell with 4.1 wt% of U-235 enrichment, and the other is a MOX fuel cell with 10.0 wt% of Pu content. The detailed specification of these fuel cells can be found in the reference\(^4\). First we calculate reference NNDs of 33 FP nuclides at 45 GWd/t burnup using a detailed burnup chain consisting of over 1,000 FP nuclides. The target 33 FP nuclides are chosen from a viewpoint of importance in an actual core management and reactivity prediction. These important 33 FP nuclides are listed as follows: Mo-95, Tc-99, Ru-101, Rh-103, -105, Pd-105, -107, -108, Ag-109, I-135, Xe-131, -135, Cs-133, -134, Pr-141, Nd-143, -145, Pm-147, -148, -148m, -149, Sm-147, -149, -150, -151, -152, Eu-153, -154, -155, Gd-154, -155, -156, -157.

Fuel depletion calculations of these LWR fuel pin-cells are carried out with a general-purpose deterministic reactor physics calculation code system CBZ being developed at Hokkaido University. Fuel depletion capability of CBZ has been well validated against the post-irradiation examination data\(^5\). The detailed burnup chain is constructed with the fission yield and decay data given in JENDL FP decay data file 2011 and fission yields data file 2011\(^6\). Neutron-nuclide cross sections are taken from JENDL-4.0\(^7\), in which the evaluated data are given to 223 FP nuclides.
Then we construct a simplified burnup chain which is expected to reproduce the reference NNDs with the proposed method. To do so, we calculate ANNDs and CFs for the NNDs of the above 33 target FP nuclides at 45 GWd/t and identify important FP nuclides using these quantities. The neutron flux and the generalized adjoint neutron flux, which are required to obtain ANNDs and CFs, are calculated with the collision probability method and 107-group cross sections. A burnup chain for heavy nuclides is not simplified.

First let us observe burnup dependent CFs and ANNDs for some nuclear characteristics. Figures 1 and 2 show CFs of Eu-155, -154, -153, Sm-152 and -151 during burnup to NND of Eu-155 at 45 GWd/t of the UO$_2$ and MOX cells. Europium-155 is a parent nuclide of Gd-155, which is one of important nuclides in the burnup credit application to spent nuclear fuel criticality safety management. Contribution of Sm-151 to the Eu-155 NND after burnup is not negligible even though Sm-151 is located far from Eu-155 in a burnup chain. Differences in ANNDs between different fuel cells come from a difference in fission yield values between U-235 and Pu-239 and a difference in neutron flux energy spectrum. As pointed out in the reference$^8$, a neutron flux energy spectrum in a fuel region is much softer and nuclide transmutations by neutron capture reactions are more promoted in the UO$_2$ cell than in the MOX cell.

Figure 3 shows ANNDs of Eu-153, Sm-153 and Sm-152 during burnup to NND of Eu-154 at 45 GWd/t of the UO$_2$ cell. Since the burnup-dependent ANNDs of Eu-153 and Sm-153 are quite similar with each other, we can find that these two nuclides, Eu-153 and Sm-153, can be treated as one nuclide to calculate NND of Eu-154 after burnup.

Three simplified burnup chains are constructed by using the proposed important FP identification method with different $\epsilon_{CF}$ values of $10^{-3}$, $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-5}$ and constant values.
for similarity criteria, $\epsilon_{\text{angle}}$ of 0.95 and $\epsilon_{\text{length}}$ of 0.05. The numbers of FP nuclides included in these constructed burnup chains are 69 in $\epsilon_{\text{CF}} = 10^{-3}$, 98 in $\epsilon_{\text{CF}} = 10^{-4}$ and 135 in $\epsilon_{\text{CF}} = 10^{-5}$. The following nuclide pairs, which can be treated as one mixed nuclide, are detected in the identification process. The first nuclide in each pair is dropped in the present burnup-chain construction:

$\epsilon_{\text{CF}} = 10^{-3}$: Tc-105/Ru-105,

$\epsilon_{\text{CF}} = 10^{-4}$: Mo-105/Tc-105, Sm-157/Eu-157,

$\epsilon_{\text{CF}} = 10^{-5}$: Mo-101/Tc-101, Mo-105/Tc-105, Sb-131/Te-131, Ba-141/La-141.

In the simplified burnup chain consisting of 135 FPs, referred to as the 135-chain, Tb-159, Dy-161 and Dy-162 are explicitly treated. Since Tb-159 is generated by neutron capture reactions of gadolinium isotopes, this nuclide and its daughter nuclides are quite important in burnup calculations of gadolinium-bearing fuels. To extend the applicable range of the 135-chain, three isotopes, Tb-160, Dy-160 and Gd-160, are added and a different simplified burnup chain consisting of 138 nuclides is also prepared. The FP nuclides which are explicitly treated in the 138-chain are listed in Table 1.

[Table 1 about here.]

Using these four simplified burnup chains, NNDs of 33 target FPs are calculated and compared with the reference values. For a comparison, additional calculations with a burnup chain consisting of 193 FP nuclides implemented in the SRAC code system are also carried out. Maximum values and root-mean-squares of reproduction errors of NNDs of the target FP nuclides at 45 GWd/t for the UO$_2$ and MOX cells are summarized in Table 2. Even with the simplest burnup chain (69-chain), NNDs of most of the target FP nuclides can be reproduced within relative errors of 1%, and the most detailed chain (138-chain) reproduces the target NNDs within 0.03% errors. These results show that the proposed method successfully identifies important FP nuclides to reproduce NNDs of the target nuclides after burnup with simplified burnup chains.
Through observing these numerical results, a natural question might arise; why are the reproduction errors in the MOX cell smaller than those in the UO\textsubscript{2} cell? There are two possible answers to this question; a difference in fission yield data between U-235 and Pu-239 and a difference in neutron flux energy spectra. In order to obtain a clear answer, an additional calculation, in which fission yield data of uranium-235 are replaced by those of plutonium-239, is carried out for the UO\textsubscript{2} cell. Reproduction errors of target NNDs in this case are not significantly different from that in the original UO\textsubscript{2} cell. From these results, we can conclude that the large reproduction errors of the UO\textsubscript{2} cell come from soft neutron flux energy spectrum in comparison with the MOX cell.

Figures 4 and 5 show reproduction errors of eigenvalues (infinite neutron multiplication factor, $k_\infty$) during burnup for both the fuel cells. Results obtained with the 138-chain are omitted since those are almost same as ones with the 135-chain. Eigenvalues calculated with the simplified burnup chains are larger than the reference values since neutron capture reactions by some of FP nuclides are neglected in the simplified chains. However, the reproduction errors of eigenvalues are less than 0.1% when the 135-nuclide burnup chain is used.

4.2. Robustness of simplified burnup chain consisting of 138 fission product nuclides

In the preceding subsection, it has been shown that the 138-chain constructed with the proposed method reproduces quite well NNDs of the target FP nuclides. In the present subsection, robustness of this 138-chain is tested through calculations of the target NNDs at different calculation conditions.
First, reproduction errors of the target NNDs at several burnup periods are quantified. Results are summarized in Table 3. Whereas the 138-chain is constructed to reproduce the target NNDs at 45 GWd/t, those at smaller burnup periods, such as 15 and 30 GWD/t, are also well reproduced by the 138-chain. Reproduction errors of the target NNDs at 60 GWd/t burnup are larger than those at 45 GWd/t, but this is not significant.

[Table 3 about here.]

Second, reproduction errors or the target NNDs of other UO$_2$ cells with different U-235 enrichment are quantified. Results are summarized in Table 4. Whereas the 138-chain is constructed to reproduce the target NNDs of the UO$_2$ cell with 4.1 wt% enrichment, those at other UO$_2$ cells with different enrichment are also well reproduced by the 138-chain. It is interesting to point out smaller reproduction errors in the UO$_2$ cell with the 4.7 wt% enrichment than other cases. It can be explained by a difference in neutron flux energy spectrum as already discussed in the preceding section.

[Table 4 about here.]

Finally, the 138-chain is used in burnup calculation of multi-cell problem including gadolinium-bearing fuel. A 3×3 multi-cell system, in which gadolinium-bearing fuel is located at the center position and the others are normal UO$_2$ fuel with white boundary conditions, is prepared. Fuel compositions, geometric specifications and burnup conditions are taken from the Maeder BWR benchmark$^{10}$. Maximum values and root-mean-squares of reproduction errors of the target NNDs at 40 GWd/t are 0.037% and 0.012%, respectively. These reproducibilities are consistent with those in the UO$_2$ cell calculations shown in the preceding calculations, so applicability of the 138-chain to NNDs prediction of the gadolinium-bearing fuel is confirmed. Reproduction errors of infinite neutron multiplication factor during burnup are also quantified as shown in Fig. 6. Overestimation of reactivity is less than 0.05% till the 40 GWd/t burnup.

[Figure 6 about here.]
5. Conclusion

A method of identifying important FP nuclides which is included in a simplified burnup chain has been proposed. This method utilizes adjoint nuclide number densities and contribution functions which quantify the importance of nuclide number densities during burnup to the target nuclear characteristics. This method has been tested against LWR fuel pin-cell problems, and it has been shown that this method successfully identifies important FP nuclides to reproduce NNDs of the target nuclides with a simplified burnup chain. A simplified burnup chain consisting of 138 FP nuclides is constructed using the proposed method, and its good performance for predictions of nuclide number densities of target nuclides and reactivity has been demonstrated against LWR pin-cell problems and multi-cell problem including gadolinium-bearing fuel rod.

Although each FP nuclide dropped from a simplified burnup chain has small contribution to reactivity, the sum of them cannot be neglected. Hence a pseudo FP nuclide seems to be necessary to accurately calculate reactivity during burnup. A strategy to produce a pseudo FP nuclide should be considered in a future study.
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Table 1 Fission product nuclides explicitly treated in a simplified burnup chain consisting of 138 nuclides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nuclides Showed in Bold Characters</th>
<th>Nuclides Showed in Italics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Table 2 Maximum values and root-mean-squares (RMS) of reproduction errors for FP nuclide number densities after burnup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burnup chain</th>
<th>UO₂ cell Max.[%]</th>
<th>MOX cell Max.[%]</th>
<th>UO₂ cell RMS [%]</th>
<th>MOX cell RMS [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69-chain</td>
<td>1.019 (Gd-154*)</td>
<td>0.497 (Gd-154)</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98-chain</td>
<td>0.130 (Gd-157)</td>
<td>0.042 (Gd-157)</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135-chain</td>
<td>0.025 (Gd-157)</td>
<td>0.008 (Gd-157)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138-chain</td>
<td>0.023 (Gd-157)</td>
<td>0.007 (Gd-157)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193-chain (SRAC)</td>
<td>0.781 (Gd-154)</td>
<td>0.331 (Gd-154)</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Number densities of these nuclides show maximum reproduction errors.
Table 3 Maximum values and root-mean-squares (RMS) of reproduction errors for FP nuclide number densities after different burnup periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burnup [GWd/t]</th>
<th>UO₂ cell</th>
<th>MOX cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max. [%]</td>
<td>RMS [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.61×10⁻³ (Gd-154*)</td>
<td>2.12×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.43×10⁻³ (Gd-157)</td>
<td>2.54×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>2.30×10⁻² (Gd-157)</td>
<td>6.85×10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.08×10⁻² (Gd-157)</td>
<td>1.36×10⁻²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Number densities of these nuclides show maximum reproduction errors.
Table 4 Maximum values and root-mean-squares (RMS) of reproduction errors for FP nuclide number densities after 45 GWd/t burnup in UO\(_2\) cell with different U-235 enrichment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U-235 enrichment [wt%]</th>
<th>Max. [%]</th>
<th>RMS [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.55×10(^{-2})</td>
<td>8.01×10(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.30×10(^{-2})</td>
<td>6.85×10(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.09×10(^{-2})</td>
<td>6.02×10(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Captions

**Figure 1** Contribution functions of several FP nuclides to Eu-155 number density after burnup in UO$_2$ cell

**Figure 2** Contribution functions of several FP nuclides to Eu-155 number density after burnup in MOX cell

**Figure 3** Adjoint number densities of several FP nuclides to Eu-154 number density after burnup

**Figure 4** Reproduction errors of eigenvalues during burnup in UO$_2$ cell

**Figure 5** Reproduction errors of eigenvalues during burnup in MOX cell

**Figure 6** Infinite neutron multiplication factor and its reproduction errors in multi-cell problem including gadolinium-bearing fuel
Figure 1. Contribution functions of several FP nuclides to Eu-155 number density after burnup in UO$_2$ cell.
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Important fission product nuclides identification method for simplified burnup chain construction.
Figure 2 Contribution functions of several FP nuclides to Eu-155 number density after burnup in MOX cell
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Important fission product nuclides identification method for simplified burnup chain construction
Figure 3 Adjoint number densities of several FP nuclides to Eu-154 number density after burnup
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Important fission product nuclides identification method for simplified burnup chain construction
Figure 4 Reproduction errors of eigenvalues during burnup in UO$_2$ cell
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Important fission product nuclides identification method for simplified burnup chain construction
Figure 5 Reproduction errors of eigenvalues during burnup in MOX cell
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Important fission product nuclides identification method for simplified burnup chain construction
**Figure 6** Infinite neutron multiplication factor and its reproduction errors in multi-cell problem including gadolinium-bearing fuel
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